Book Description (Draft):
What’s wrong with leadership today? All around us, countless leaders are failing the
well-being of their employees, their communities, and the environment, though their
ineptitude, corruption, or downright tyranny. The current trend of win-lose leadership is
leading to environmental and social collapse.
In Leading with Courageous Vulnerability you’ll learn how a lack of vulnerability could
be costing you as a leader, and actually make you more vulnerable to global threats.
If you feel overwhelmed, need support, or merely want to inspire future leaders through
your own example, learn the answer to: “What connects great leaders across all time,
space, and culture, and more importantly, what could I do to create that sense of
leadership for myself?”
With a background in technology, Mathias has shared the principles of leading with
courageous vulnerability worldwide, with major nancial institutions as well as young
entrepreneurs.
You’ll learn what connects soldiers, mystics, and innovative entrepreneurs, as well as
the power of failure, curiosity, and courage. Discover proven biological principles to
boost your creativity and innovation, and practical ways to shift your perception to
a ect what truly matters most in your life and business.
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If you’re looking for the courage to do what you know you need to do, or are clear you
need to look at things in a di erent way - read this book.
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Chapter 14: “Living in the Fields of Possibility” pg. 128

In Chapter 17, Harmonizing for Success
• You'll learn how to harmonize yourself with your purpose and your Soul.
• You'll also learn how you (and all other humans) are connected to the Earth the
Sun, and to the stars beyond.
• You'll learn what billionaires need (but millionaires don't)
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In Chapter 18, Internationalizing and Connection:
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• You'll learn how to bring the harmony you've created, and communicate it by
learning your next language.
• You'll take the rst steps to engage with and start to learn your next language of
choice you feel inspired to learn, as well as learning a powerful sentence to
drive your passion and purpose home to those who you listen to you.
• Finally, you'll write and powerfully translate words that you use that are most
relevant to you, and hear an example of one woman making a di erence that
changed thousands of lives, and who may have even helped prevent a nuclear
war.

Chapter 15. What do we do with the "Bad Guys?”
“The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing.”
- Edmund Burke
In the previous chapter “Living in the Fields of Possibility” You learned about
why, and how to sensitize yourself energetically in order to navigate more easily
and e ortlessly, as an individual, as well as learning questions to help you tune
into the values of organizations, and whether they are primarily using the
energies of love, or of fear and control.
This chapter will likely be far more controversial, but as a luminous leader in this
speci c time in history, you deserve to know some of these foundational
components of the Universe. I trust that as you do, this expanded understanding
will help integrate knowledge and wisdom within you, that you have learned
throughout your life.
Whether you are energetically sensitive or not, have you experienced that this
planet, everyone has ample enough food, shelter, and a bunch of opportunities
to nd and pursue their souls greatest unfoldment?
Or in many places on the planet do we exist within a system of laws,
governmental regulations that are slowly appearing to strip humans of their
God-given rights, and trying and attempting to put forth an agenda that instead
of being based on truth and for the bene t of all, appears to serve only a small
group of people at the expense of the many?
If you’re like me, you’ve experienced the world like the latter, and working to
make it more like the former. Now imagine we succeeded in creating a world
that works for everyone and everything. Won’t it be awesome?
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Imagine we’re all living in that beautiful world, and consider then what do we do
with those that caused all this havoc in the past? Or said another way “what do
we do with the “bad guys?”

“Do not answer questions have not yet been asked” - Is a very wise piece of
advice, which ensures that the seeker of knowledge, only receives that which
they are able understand and handle.
That said, for myself, and I think everyone in history, at some point has asked
themselves this question: What do we do with the “bad guys?” Those
individuals who to most of us, have done and said things that are psychopathic,
greedy, and incredibly damaging to many many people, as well as environments
and ecosystems.
If you consider yourself to have a weak stomach, or not ready to consider really
confronting ideas about good and evil, that’s totally ok. I want to thank you and
acknowledge you for getting this far in the book. I trust that that what you've
read so far will be of bene t for you. I strongly suggest to just skip the rest of
this chapter, and go to the next one. You can always come back later.
… Ok, if you’re still reading, that means that you’re ready to dive into some
challenging and perhaps di cult material.
As I have shared before, please don’t believe a word I say, run everything
through the lter of your own experience. If this is helpful, great. If not - no
problem. Just let anything you don’t understand and agree with here just stay on
the page, or audio book, if you’re listening to this.
CENSORING, PANDEMIC-ING, ALL THE THINGS…
By now, it’s practically common knowledge that the world seems to be run by a
small group of people, that seem to be accumulating power for themselves,
while subjugating the rest of us in various ways, some subtle, some blantantly.
This has only been ampli ed by the global Covid-19 pandemic, where many of
the facts and ways of testing and measuring have appeared to be unscienti c at
their foundational level.
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In addition, there has been widespread censorship and vili cation of anyone,
including legitimate medical professionals, who have pointed to the threat of our
rights and civil liberties, by views propagated by global and national medical
organizations. These organizations over-exaggerate the very real health risks
caused by Covid-19, and the necessity of waiting for a “vaccine” to cure the

issue, rather than using medication that has been FDA approved for over 50
years.
I am not going to argue that this situation has been planned, though there is
some compelling evidence I have seen pointing to that fact.
It's also outside the scope of this chapter to consider “What do I do about this?”
I trust that this book in its entirety, as well your own self-inquiry, research, and
collaboration with others, including experts who do not have an alternate
agenda, will support you in providing an answer to this daunting question. The
answer, of course will vary widely over time, and depending WHO you are, and
what are your own personal goals, obligations, and responsibilities.
What I'd like you to consider, in this chapter, is how could you, and by
extension, the whole of humanity, could come to a place of deep understanding,
and a stable mind-space to empower you to not just react emotionally, but see
things with a deeper level of spiritual understanding, about how to deal with and
handle those individuals who are perpetrating these acts onto humankind.
This is not a small ask. It takes massive amount of spiritual understanding and
maturity to get to that place, especially considering the massive negative acts
these individuals have perpetrated.
What if there was an open letter that everyone on the planet could sign that
recognized and acknowledged these individuals for their role in our collective
evolution while claiming our own sovereignty to create the world we want to live
in? … A declaration that anyone on the planet could agree to — that if they did,
authentically and really, could start to provide a balanced space of
understanding, such that we, both individually and collectively, could start to
deal in a constructive way with these individuals?
THROWING YOU INTO THE "DEEP END"
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Earlier on in the chapter, you read: “Do not answer questions that have not yet
been asked” Often times the most lasting lessons I've learned is one where I've
been thrown into to deep end, then learned by my experience. Since you're still
reading, regardless of your level of understanding, I'm going to give you that
bene t of the doubt.

I'm going to metaphorically "Throw you in the deep end," then answer
questions, that I believe may naturally arise from what you've read, and the
experience of thoughts and feelings that may have come up as a result of what
you have read.
WARNING: What you're about to read may be di cult, or bring up strong
feelings. Please in no way make that mean anything about you. You are
wonderfully perfect just how are made, and right where you need to be, in order
to learn the lessons your soul needs to learn. Consider that ANYTHING outside
yourself - that causes strong emotions or feelings to arise is a mirror to your own
consciousness. I have found being o ended and blaming are not helpful
reactions... but rather just sitting with and being with whatever you’re feeling, as
a next step.
NOTE: Also, to be clear, this letter is not just written for “the 1%” or for “people
who have money” — if you’re on a path of light, prioritize service-to-others, or
all, you’re fully committed to making the world a better place, and have millions
or even billions in the bank, this letter is not directly written for you, though
you’re welcome to agree with, and sign it. Also, may this chapter and book be a
further reason to put everything you’ve got into supporting this transition. As
someone who has resources, and knows how to wisely use them, we need your
support now more than ever.
FINAL WARNING: If you're reading this, and you happen to be part of the
service-to-self elite (you know who you are) be prepared to be seen and
acknowledged in a way that you may not have been seen or acknowledged
before - maybe ever. Yet, know that by reading this, you may open yourself up to
an idea that could grow and jeopardize everything you've worked for. Consider
yourself warned.
Ok! With those requisite warnings, here is “the deep end":
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DEAR SERVICE-TO-SELF ELITES,
Dear Service-to-Self Elites, and those beings that are on the path of service-toself on Earth. You know who you are.
We recognize and thank you for your path of service-to-self, by doing so,
agitating and ultimately causing the raising of consciousness of billions of Souls
on this planet to fully embrace a path of Unity, light and service-to-all.
We recognize that many of you have grown up with horri c childhoods. While
despite receiving training to rule, and “the best” of what the material plane has
to o er, you may have been subject to, and forced to participate in, acts of
torture and unthinkable cruelty that tried to strip you of your humanity.
We also recognize that you are likely living under the constant fear of torture or
death, in this life, or beyond, IF you stepped out of line, and turned from serviceto-self, to service-to-all. Not only for yourself, but you could very well be living in
fear of that happening for your family, and those you care the most about.
We recognize and forgive you for your seemingly horri c acts of human slavery
and subterfuge through existing systems and carefully designed plans for
human depopulation, recognizing that that may have been the only thing to you
could do to wake us up.
We recognize that it is essential to acknowledge and accept the darkness,
density and distortion within ourselves, to enable us to understand and accept
you. Even though this is may be di cult, we understand we must be able to do
this, so we that we can learn and embody the power of love, over hate, and
transcend this current lesson for humanity.
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We recognize that this does not take away or lessen the consequences you will
face for what you’ve done, but rather the ability to understand and embrace the
darkness inside, and outside of ourselves, enables each of us to be in a state of
balance and harmony within and to be fully At Choice - which we know is
essential to move forward both individually and collectively.

We also recognize and forgive you for harvesting the life energies of negative
emotions of the rest of us on the planet, such as fear, sadness, and despair.
We understand that by having chosen a path of service-to-self, you’ve cut
yourself o from being able to receive the all-pervading light, and love of God,
and thus, the only energy and sustenance that can sustain you, is from the
harvesting of the life-force of other beings.
However, we understand that on a Universal level that there are no truly no
victims, and we recognize our complicity in allowing you to harvest and steal our
life energy.
That said, we gently but rmly draw the line to say that we will no longer
continue to give you sustenance from any fear, sadness, or any negative
emotion, and that we will no longer be easy prey, but stand up in peaceful noncompliance, while demanding Truth and ethical behavior from those who call
themselves our “leaders.”
We recognize that taking the path of fear and control, instead of light and love, is
a great sacri ce. We deeply acknowledge and thank you in advance for the
su ering and disconnection you will endure yourselves, which could be for
thousands of our earth-years, based on the negative karma you have accrued.
We understand this will be to balance out the su ering and disconnection you
caused others, to successfully ful ll the roles you chose to play in this Great
Awakening.
We rmly and peacefully reclaim our individual and collective sovereignty, and
the necessity to create a world that works for everyone, where each of us
embraces an all-win paradigm.
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For those of you who are politicians, we get that you were o ered “the best” of
what life had to o er, which could have included drugs and sexual experiences
that violated the principles of free-will and consent for those involved. We
understand and get that other elites have evidence of this, and are using it as
leverage to blackmail you into compliance. This is not new in human history, nor
unexpected.

What could be unexpected, is, whether, despite this, you would choose to stand
with humanity, and take actions that while they could be called “political suicide”
would support the thriving of everyone on the planet. Who knows? Maybe this
was an agreement you made before this life to be involved with the dark to such
a level — then turn, to bene t millions or billions of people? Only you can make
this choice.
We recognize that if we continue to play win-lose games, by pitting country
against country, race against race, ideology against ideology, that would
ultimately be a self-terminating scenario for humanity, based on accelerating
technologies that will eventually enable a small group of people to have the
power to easily kill everyone on the planet.
We acknowledge both the light and the dark and the roles that we all have been
playing. We choose to transcend from either position, by recognizing and
acknowledging the essential roles of both light and dark in our spiritual
evolution.
We embrace the Unity that surrounds them both, to claim a vision of full thrival
for all people and beings on this planet.
We recognize and celebrate the wakening of humanity, that may have been
impossible without your intervention and agitation of the status quo.
We bless you and wish you a successful transition to a higher negative
dimension, on your continued path to service-to-self — that will ultimately lead
you to back home — to embracing the Oneness and Unity of all.
Sincerely,
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(Sign Here): _______________________

So upon reading that, you may have had a number of thoughts and feelings
come up.
In the text I’ve also made a number of assertions you may have never heard,
some of which might piss you o , alarmed you, or both. Don’t worry, this is
totally normal and natural.
You may have also read this, and had a number of epiphanies, and thought
“Wow. No one ever put things together like this before.”
If you are a service-to-self elite, or politician reading this, you may have felt
recognized in a way that you have never been before, and be deeply considering
a choice to support the All - that you previously may have thought unthinkable…
the choice is now up to you.
If what you’ve read is new to you, it may take a while to understand, integrate,
and even longer to do the internal work needed to agree with and be willing to
sign a statement like this. I get that too, and that’s ne. It’s important to not rush
or pressure anything.
Also, my intention is for you to stay focused with me as you continue reading…
my interest is to support you to be the best luminous leader you can be, so
please just stick with me here, instead of going down the rabbit hole searching
for more information about things I may have mentioned. My request is you just
set that to the side, knowing you could do it later. There’s more than enough
time.
There may be a number of thoughts and feelings that came up when you read
this.
I invite you to take a moment and write them down now, so you can revisit them,
and so they can serve as a mirror and record to wherever you are at now...
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________

Awesome! I acknowledge you for doing so, recognizing that the capacity for self
re ection is essential as a leader.
Ok, on to questions that may have arisen based on what you read.
Thank you for bearing with me, as this letter sits within a deep context, and
is advanced. If you’re advanced, please bear with me as I answer questions you
already are very familiar with. If all this is new to you, and something doesn’t
make sense, don’t worry — just keep reading, and trust that everything will be
made clear in time. If you read something you immediately disagree with, please
try and suspend your judgement — just allow it to be, and take what is
bene cial to you.
Where I am getting these answers? These answers are result of spiritual
understandings that I have received and experienced. You can also nd them in
various texts that are available here on the physical plane, most notably: The
Law of One.
Questions:
“You said Service-to-self? Service-to-all? What does that mean?”
We live in a Universe that is de ned by opposites. To explain as simply as
possible,
In order for a soul to progress in consciousness, there is essentially two paths.
A path of service-to-others, and a path of service-to-self. A relevant metaphor,
though not exact, you can apply from Star Wars - The Jedi vs. the Sith - the
“light side” vs. “the dark side.”
You as a soul have to make a conscious choice to follow either path — either
service to self, or service to others. Before that, you are, as the Bible says
“neither hot not cold” if you don’t make a choice either way, you will continue to
experience multiple lifetimes on multiple planets in that state, until you make a
choice to follow either path.
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If a Soul chooses a negative “service-to-self”, then you can think of this being
like what you’ve seen as “a deal with the Devil”… you will get power, in uence,
control. In order to maintain control you will have to hurt a lot of people. This
continues, over millennia. In order to maintain the Karmic balance, you will have
to experience what could be considered “hell” — planes of existence that are

incredibly dense and challenging… At some point, after a looooong time. you as
a Soul will have paid your Karmic debt, have integrated these experiences, then
be “re-integrated” back into the Unity and oneness of all.
If a Soul choose a path of “service-to-all” they have essentially committed to a
path of oneness, unity, and serving others, as a path of growing their own
knowledge and consciousness. They have transcended acquiring for their own
personal greed but are in true service to others. This doesn’t mean that you
don’t do things for yourself, but that you care and nurture yourself, so that you
are ultimately able to share and contribute to others. Examples are numerous in
human history, of spiritual teachers or leaders that have a service-to-all
emphasis, including Buddha, Jesus, Gandhi, and many others. The whole point
of this book, is to support you — as a leader — who has a service-to-all
orientation!
POWERING UP
If you’re a service-to-others being, in a body, while you may eat and drink,
ultimately your power comes from the Divine! Right from the source, through
many ways, but ultimately from the Divine. Why do you think the Prophet
Muhammad instructed his followers to pray 5 times a day? I believe it is
because he knew how important it was to connect right back to the source — to
God. Connecting to the Divine could look like countless other ways, from prayer,
meditation, yoga, to being in Nature, feeling the sun on your head and grass
under your bare feet… you know how you feel afterwards… refreshed, renewed,
ready to tackle the next challenge.
If you’re in a service-to-self orientation, your options are much more limited… if
you’re in a body, you may eat and drink, but unfortunately, you don’t have
access to unlimited energy — you’ve chosen a di erent path, a path of control,
where your sustenance is not received joyfully, but extracted.
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Anything that controls other people, other beings, creates fear, anger, extorts
them to pad your own pockets. Activities that service-to-self beings engage in,
are things like pro ting out of war, pro ting from addiction, the drug trade,
human slavery, child tra cking, and much worse. You have chosen a path that
is apparently separate from the Divine - you can do a little bit of good, but not

too much. If you do, you risk losing the “negative karma” you’ll need to get you
to the next level of consciousness on your further journey of “service-to-self.”
You might think “I don’t care about those goody-two-shoes humans. If they
were stupid enough to fall into our trap, then they deserve it. Anyways, it’s more
fun over on our side… we’ve got more money, power, girls, drugs, women than
you could ever want.” The only problem is, just as you are extracting things from
others, you are getting extracted… you’re just one in a large food chain, and you
are not the guy at the top. You’re like a middle manager... for evil. You may “gain
the world”, but it will likely cost you your Soul.
UNDERSTANDING SERVICE-TO-ALL, SERVICE-TO-SELF
…. But wait, you might think… you said:
“We recognize and thank you for your path of service-to-self, by doing so,
agitating and ultimately causing the raising of consciousness of billions of Souls
on this planet to fully embrace a path of Unity, light and service-to-all.”
If someone is in a path of service-to-self, how could they ultimately be of
service-to-all? And also, how could the bad things that beings of serviceto-self have done, help fraise the consciousness the human race?
Great questions. In order to really hear what I’m about to say, I invite you to
expand your perspective… Who is your favorite hero? It could be a real person,
or a ctional hero like a comic book. Who is their villain?
Every hero has to have a villain. The villain could be another character (Batman
vs. The Joker, James Bond vs. an evil super-villain or syndicate) or it could be
something more abstract, like a mind-set that exists in others, like Martin Luther
King and racism. In the blockbuster movie Avatar, it was the blue Nav’i ghting
to protect their planet from others who wish to mine a valuable mineral called
“unobtainium.”
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Like it or not, con ict of one sort or another can and often does drive things
forward.

This is how a being can be in Service-to-self, while just like the “villain” of the
story, their role ultimately can serve all, because they are the very thing that can
cause the hero (that you, by the way) to wake up!
Said another way, “And we know that all things work together for good to those
who love God, to those who are the called according to His purpose.” Romans
8:28.
The more someone is asleep, the more is required to wake them up! Remember
about how the Universe whispers rst, before it shouts? This principle is
absolutely in play on a collective level. Do you not want really extreme things to
happen, or lessen their intensity, then WAKE THE F*CK UP!
So if you’re saying you want to embrace the dark forces, does that mean
you agree with what they’ve done, or want to go soft on them? What about
things like child pedophilia? How could we ever forgive something like
that?
Absolutely not. The crimes on this planet that those that are service-to-self have
done, individually, and collectively as a group, are mind boggling. They must be
brought to justice and held to account. Since criminal sentencing / justice is not
my area of expertise (even if it was) I believe they should held to account in a
court of law, where those that are involved are honorable and uncorrupted.
Furthermore, things like child pedophilia and human and child tra cking are one
of the darkest most damaging acts that anyone could in ict on another human
being. It creates damage not just for that one child, but for generations, and in
many cases, if not stopped, the one abused continues the cycle of abuse.
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This is some really, really heavy sh*t, and I don’t claim to have speci c answers.
The solutions must be speci c, depending on the details of the case. I am clear
that it is right and just to do whatever we can as humans, to stop the
perpetration, and cycle of abuse. That said, the metaphysical truth remains: We
must come to a place where we are able to handle and integrate both the light
and dark of a situation within ourselves, however di cult, before being able to
e ectively respond (not react) to a given situation.

“The Truth will set you free — but rst it will piss you o ” - Gloria Steinem
Remember the larger context; we are all here to be stewards of our gifts, skills,
and tools on this planet, as well as all others, and the planet itself, at this
momentous time of change.
Regardless of what external situation you nd yourself in, know that your Soul
itself, is eternal and timeless. One way or another, you, and we will get through
this. It’s up to each of us to determine how we’ll get through it, and whether we
choose to embrace being a leader, in alignment with the highest good of all.
SUMMARY
Phew! Quite a heavy chapter… to start you were presented with the question:
“What do we do with the "bad guys?”” and the idea that the world has been
controlled by a very small number of people, who are only working for their own
interests, not that of the whole of humankind. I then shared a question: What if
there was a declaration that anyone on the planet could agree to — that if they
did, could start to provide a balanced space of understanding, such that we,
could start to deal in a constructive way with these individuals? You then read a
number of warnings; that the following open letter was written not just for
someone who may be in the top “1%," of wealth holding, but expressly for
individuals who are of service-to-self, then a nal warning for those who may be
service-to-self.
Next, the open letter itself, which acknowledges those service-to-self beings for
their role in helping humanity wake up, while not removing their culpability for
what they’ve done. Then emphasizing the importance and necessity of each of
us to integrate both light and darkness within each of us, so we are able to
appropriately respond, rather than react to what they’ve done. Also, a rming
that we will no longer be complicit in allowing them to siphon our energy away
from us, and creating an opportunity for those in service-to-self to come clean,
on behalf of all humanity.
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You then had an opportunity to write down and thoughts or feelings that came
up as a result of reading this letter, to make a note to review and inquire within
yourself how and why those things came up. I then covered some questions

that may have come up for you as a result of reading the letter, like
distinguishing the path and focus of a soul that is either service-to-self, serviceto-all, and that a soul will experience multiple lifetimes, on multiple planets until
they choose one of those two paths. You then read about the di ering ways to
“power up.” For service-to-all beings, we can access Divine energy directly,
while those service-to-self beings are wired to gain energy by generating
negativity and extracting energy from other beings, through fear and control.
The next section you read about how all the negative things that service-to-self
beings have done could ever be of service to the greater good… in short —
because often con ict, or challenging circumstances can, and often do drive
things forward, and the Universe whispers before it shouts! If you want to lessen
the intense circumstances you’re experiencing, Wake up!
Lastly, I cover a question about how we could ever forgive these people for their
evil deeds, and that the bottom line is that you need to integrate the light and
dark within yourself (and that includes forgiving yourself) before you can
appropriately respond (not react) to a given situation. In all, it’s essential to
remember that our role is to be wise stewards of the planet and everything on it,
in this momentous time of transformation.
In the next chapter I will cover rst principles, understanding systems, and a rst
take about how we can make to create all-win game here on this brilliant Earth.
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Note: If you’re feeling a particularly heavy energy, I invite you to take a short
break from reading, get up, and if you can, go for a short walk, and hug a tree.
Else, put on one of your favorite upbeat songs and DANCE! I believe in you!
You’re making awesome progress!
___

Suggested Next Steps:

If you’ve gotten this far, thank you for your interest!
You may also want to
Your Life Purpose Manifesto:
A process to write your Life Purpose:
http://yourlifepurposenow.com
Or If you’d like to learn more about how I support leaders and visionaries
via the Akashic Records, breakthrough coaching, and creating strategic partnerships,
Please reach out to me at: +1 808-940-4345 (Via Signal App, or regular text) or
+44 7588951110 (WhatsApp) for a scheduling link to book your time to chat.
Māhalo Nui Loa!

